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Miss Garnet’s Angel by Salley Vickers - a modern classic 

 

“Death is outside life but it alters it: it leaves a hole in the fabric of things which those 

who are left behind try to repair.“….They travel on, challenging with their frail 

vitality, the large enigma of non-being.” 

 

Miss Garnet′s Angel has been described as a book that defies any neat categorisation. 

A romance? A mystery? A tale of religious awakening ? A coming of  middle age 

story? A historical novel? A tribute to Venice? 

 

A lady of mature years, art, religion and Venice suggested a sedate book. Reviews 

promised a good read but we didn’t expect it to be challenging.. The reality was rather 

different. A novel which opens with an observation about death is not likely to be a 

light read. For some of us, it was very heart-warming and beautifully crafted, for 

others it was disappointing. One major criticism was that the main plot was 

interrupted by too many other stories which competed for our attention. The retelling 

of the Apocryphal  myth of Tobias and the angel is interwoven with the story of Julia 

Garnet’s journey of self discovery in Venice. Most of us enjoyed the early historical 

and religious themes , others would have preferred not to have, to quote “any holy 

bits!.” 

 

Julia ('Miss,. not Mrs') Garnet is a retired history teacher. She has lived for thirty years 

in the same place and taught at the same school. She has never fallen in love, she is a 

communist, and her only real friend Harriet has just died. Her life seems to have been 

dull, uneventful and safe. She is clearly awkward socially but Julia Garnet inspired 

our liking and sympathy. We all were rooting for her to find excitement and 

enlightenment – to have an adventure. She is brave and decides to rent out her flat in 

London. On impulse she chooses to travel to Venice to stay for six months in an 

apartment near the Campo Angelo Raffaele. As she steps out of the water taxi to start 

her new life, a sculpture featuring the Angel Raphael, a boy holding a large fish, and a 

dog, captures her imagination and sets her on a quest to find out more about the angel. 

Wearing Harriet’s elegant hat with the veil, it’s as though Harriet has passed on to her 

the ability to be more outgoing.. 

 

Her first serious attempt at making friends is with the young boy Nicco, who offers to 

carry her luggage for her. She is on familiar territory, offering to teach him English. 

Her choice of text, The Tale of Jemima Puddle-duck, is unfortunate. But she means 

well. Nicco, however, is more into playing football with his friends. And the teacher 

pupil relationship never develops. Nicco acts as the catalyst for her next attempt at a 

relationship, only she doesn’t realise until later how he has brought Carlo into her life.  

 

While in Venice, she discovers just how alone she has been, thinks she has found love, 

and then tastes the bitterness of betrayal. Miss Garnet becomes fascinated with the 

Book of Tobit, a lost tale from the authorised version of the James I bible. Slowly 

parallels develop between the two stories. On the way Julia 'finds' religion. This is 

handled well; there is no complete giving up of her atheist and socialist values, but 

more a re-assessment and understanding of why religion is important.  

 



We understood her attraction to early religion, and were intrigued to learn about 

Zoroastrianism- an old Iranian religion adopted by the Magi of Media and later by the 

powerful empire of the Persians. Both Judaism and Christianity owe much to the 

vision of Zarathustra; we have inherited the concept of a hierarchy of “bounteous 

immortals”, supernatural beings who aid mankind in the fight against destruction and 

evil and towards health, happiness and right conduct. These are almost certainly the 

origins of our “guardian angels.” Raphael’s name means “God’s healing”.  

 

We also learnt that the three wise men, the magi in the nativity story, were in all 

likelihood Zoroastrian priests. Their gifts of myrrh and frankincense being typical of 

the sweet woods and resins used in their  ritual practices. A religion whose founder, 

fifteen hundred years before the birth of Christ., had predicted the virgin birth of a 

world saviour. The interwoven stories of the myth of Tobias are written in the first 

person and in an appropriate style for the period. Some of us loved them, others were 

bored and skipped over them.. 

 

The beauty of Venice evokes in Miss Garnet an awakening to the beauty that 

surrounds her. For me, if anywhere would have the ability to stir her emotions it 

would be Venice. Venice is one of my favourite places in the world. I only have to be 

there to feel thrilled to be alive.  My husband does not share my passion for Venice 

and neither did everyone in the group. We discussed how other places or buildings 

can be awe- inspiring - like the Taj Mahal and Helsinki opera house and how they can 

work their magic - like Venice does for me and for Julia..  

 

Despite many of Julia's moves towards enlightenment and inclusion within the world 

(as opposed to self-imposed exile), she at first remains an alienated character. We 

support her, and want her to succeed, while understanding that she is not a hero, but a 

victim, and that she is uneasy with people. Her tyrannical father has damaged  her 

ability to open up to others. Violent and cruel when she was young, even when she is 

older, and he is senile, he tried to abuse her. 

 

In his senile years her father had once torn open her blouse and scrabbled at her 

breast, trying to suck at it. She had pushed him away, repelled, and buttoned the 

blouse angrily and left…. Once after her mother had died he had pulled her to him 

and fervently kissed her, his lips wet. Most definitely she had not liked the experience. 

But suppose he had hanged himself on account of it? 

 

How sad that her only sexual intimacy had been with her father, except for a cursory  

kiss with the drama teacher. Meanwhile Sarah, Toby’s cousin, is encouraged by a 

therapist to believe that her father abused her. Sarah is sexually repressed as a direct 

result. False accusations of child abuse are sadly not uncommon. Sarah’s father 

cannot cope with the horror of the accusation and takes his own life. Thus Julia’s 

relief that she didn’t shame her father into similar action.  

 

Julia’s brief encounter with the dashing Carlo teaches her the joy of social 

engagement, with the added frisson of feeling an attractive woman. Her anticipation 

of their times together, her excitement at seeing him and sharing wonderful food and 

music, are new experiences for her. And she blossoms. And we rejoiced with her. Her 

fleeting fear that she can’t understand his interest in her as she is such a dowdy 

woman, heralds danger. When she realises that he is only using her to get closer to the 



boy Nicco, she is devastated. Carlo is attracted to the beauty of the boy, not to her at 

all. For such a sheltered lady, her grasp of this side of Carlo seemed too sudden and 

unconvincing to some of us. 

 

Dimly now, she had a fleet vision of why Carlo was as he was: Nicco was beautiful to 

him for Nicco was life.  

 

But her real passion is reserved for the angel Raphael. It is the angel who makes her 

heart sing and gives her a sense of her inner self - her soul. 

 

There was something about the extremity of his self-containment which was on the 

edge of being terrifying…..all in an instant, she saw that she had spent her life 

keeping terror at bay. It was more like the detaching from inside her body of a huge 

and cumbersome weight, which she had carried unawares. A lightness. An acute 

lightness seemed to issue from where the presence rested, just above the statue of the 

angel. It was a lightness which transmitted itself to Julia Garnet and searched 

through her, down to her toes. ( somewhat akin to an orgasm, were she in a position 

to make such a comparison.) Although it was inside only the splinter of a second she 

observed him, in that moment she knew he had been there for ever. 

 

A vivid and deeply mystical moment for Julia. A turning point for her - she will never 

be the same again. Such moments are rare and to be treasured - they are highly 

personal. And can sound fanciful when shared with others. It’s a compliment to the 

group that those of us who have been lucky enough to experience such moments, were 

able to share them with the group. It is difficult to find adequate vocabulary to 

describe them but we managed to give a flavour of our experiences. And we agreed 

that we would always be able to recall them as they had been so extraordinary - so 

special. Vickers adds weight to these moments in Julia’s life by quoting the mystic 

and gifted writer - William Blake. 

 

What was it Blake had said? 

When the sun rises, do you see a round disk of fire, somewhat like a Guinea? O no, no, 

I see an Innumerable Company of the Heavenly Host crying “Holy, Holy, Holy.” 

I question not my corporeal eye… I look through it and not with it. 

 

We weren’t sure exactly when the novel was set - there were one or two references to 

Margaret Thatcher and house prices – which implied the 80s. The timeless quality 

was probably deliberate – Salley Vickers wanted to convey the transcendence of time. 

A difficult concept - but one that worked. Bringing the Tobias and the angel story up 

to date wasn’t as successful. The story of Toby and Sarah’s relationship felt 

superfluous. But  it was probably necessary to give a contemporary feel to the myth.  

Does history repeat itself over and over?. Do we all have to learn the same lessons? 

 

All beauty can be saved, she thought, if we learn to fight, to keep it from the forces of 

corruption and darkness. Which are, she concluded, often no more than indolence 

and fear, greed and cowardice, although that quaternity can do harm enough if one 

thinks of the Nazis- or the Nasu.  

The Nasu spread their plague …. since as long as men had learned to kill and cast 

blame and to seek power over others. But alongside them, undeclared came too the 

angel whose name means “God’s healing.” And today the victory had been to him.  



 

Miss Garnet meets colourful characters including her kind but mercenary landlady 

Signora Mignelli , the wealthy American couple the Cutforths, the young Saskia 

Thrale who could have been her daughter, her thrifty tenant in London Mr Akbar and 

the gracious Monsignore, who was our favourite minor character. She is truly at ease 

with him and he is a very genuine person and helps her to cope with her agony over 

Carlo. He is a real friend to her. He shines with goodness, he is possibly a 

representation of a living Raphael. 

 

The most fun comment of the evening had to be that Salley Vickers is like “Anita 

Brookner with balls!” Anita Brookner is renowned for her novels about sad, lonely, 

melancholy women who lead such disappointing lives. Julia Garnet could have 

stepped out of a Brookner novel, but she has the guts to go off and re-invent herself.. 

 

The ending caused some controversy. A sad but fitting ending. Had she taken her own 

life ? Having completed her journey of self discovery here on this earth, was she 

happy to move on ? Harriet was waiting for her on the other side of the bridge of 

separation - with the angel Raphael hovering in the wings. ( couldn’t resist that!) Most 

of us didn’t think she had committed suicide, rather that she had had a heart attack.. 

The idea that Harriet was there to welcome  her as she passed over from one world to 

the next was comforting. But surely she would have wanted to live life to the full once 

she had the means to stay in Venice and more confidence to enjoy herself?  

 

 Recommended – haunting and moving, explores the mysteries of imagination and 

faith - asks you to question the values you always held as true, shows that a new 

environment can stir an awakening of the soul. 

 

 Warning- not to everyone’s taste - this many layered novel defies the usual 

categories!! 

 

 

,  


